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Leçon 11

HEC-1

This lesson will focus on how WMS can be used to develop HEC-1 modeling 

parameters and not on the fundamental hydrologic principles simulated by HEC-1.
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� Utilisés Couramment

� Seul Evénement (pas de reprise d’humidité du sol)

� Options pour de Différentes Méthodes

� Basés sur un Hydrogramme Unitaire

� Cours D’eau Hydrologique et Routage du Réservoir

Vue D’Emsemble

With advances in GIS technology and the abundance of geographic data now 

available, more sophisticated hydrologic models are being developed.  However, 

with regulatory agencies still requiring commonly used lumped parameter models 

like HEC-1, they will continue to be used for the foreseeable future.  HEC-1 has 

several different options available to choose from when defining runoff and routing 

procedures.
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�Ruissellement du 
Bassin

�Précipitation

�Abstractions

�Hydrogramme

�Flux de Base

�Superposition

�Routage

Procès  de la Simulation

The basic processes simulated by HEC-1 include basin runoff, superposition of 

hydrographs at outlet points, and routing (channel and reservoir).  In order for a 

model to be simulated correctly, computations upstream must be computed before 

adding can be done at downstream locations.
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� Identification

� Temps

� Etapes de Temps

� Coordonnées

� Contrôle de Sortie

� Unités

� Divers

Données du Contrôle des 
tâches

The Job Control dialog manages global simulation parameters like project 

identification text strings, beginning time, computational time step and number of 

time steps (number of hydrograph ordinates), and units.  The total simulation time 

can be determined by multiplying the computational time step by the number of 

hydrograph ordinates.  You should also be careful to make sure that the starting 

time information corresponds with the starting time information defined for the 

precipitation data.
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Structure du Modèle

These are the four primary hydrologic processes simulated by HEC-1.  The result of 

each process is a runoff hydrograph that is routed through the defined drainage 

basin.
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Modification des Paramètres

The Edit HEC-1 parameter dialog is unlike most dialogs in WMS because, while it 

is open, you can continue to use tools, and select other menu commands.  The 

appropriate buttons become active as you select one of the basin, outlet, reservoir, 

or diversion icons.  You can enter/edit parameters for the selected object by 

selecting one of the active buttons, or if you are familiar with the HEC-1 input file 

card identifiers you may select the appropriate card from the text window.  This 

process edits a standard HEC-1 input file.
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Données du Bassin

� Précipitation

� Flux de Base

� Pertes

� Hydrogramme Unitaire

� Fonte des Neiges

Most of the information required for running a HEC-1 simulation is associated 

with the sub-basins of the watershed.  The information is separated into the five 

categories shown on this slide.
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Précipitation

� Définie comme la profondeur et la distribution temporelle

Defining precipitation for a hydrologic model includes both a depth of rainfall as 

well as the time distribution (effectively the time varying intensity) of the rainfall 

depth.
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Distribution Spatiale

� Moyenne du 
Bassin

� Jauges

� Hypothétique

The spatial (locational) variation of depth can be defined in two primary ways.  

Basin average precipitation is defined as a total rainfall value for each basin.  If 

gage data are available you can input the gage locations and WMS will compute 

gage weights for each basin.  Hypothetical or project storms can also be defined in 

WMS for HEC-1.
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� Séries XY

� Distribution

� Cumulative

� Incrémentale

� Etapes de Temps

� Constantes

� Import/Export

� Courbes SCS

� Graphe

Distribution Temporelle

In addition to a total depth, a temporal distribution for the rainfall event must be 

defined.  Temporal distributions are defined in WMS using the XY Series editor.  

Precipitation values for each time period are entered one at a time, but can also be 

defined using cut and paste from a spreadsheet or by starting a series and 

“dragging” to copy into empty cells the same as in spreadsheets. Temporal 

distributions can be defined and then exported to a text file that can be imported for 

use in different models.  You can select from standard distributions such as defined 

by SCS (Type I, Type II etc.), or create and edit your own.
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Pertes

� Abstractions Initialles

� Infiltration

� Méthodes

� Initiales and Uniformes

� SCS (Numéro de Courbe)

� Green & Ampt

� Exponentielles

� Holtan
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Losses

Losses in HEC-1 account for all rainfall that does not become runoff and primarily 

accounts for initial abstractions and other infiltration losses. There are five 

different loss methods to choose from, but the first three are the most commonly 

used.  The exponential method is only used when measured runoff hydrographs are 

available for calibration.  The Holtan method is used for agricultural watersheds.
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Paramètres de Pertes

� Caractéristiques Physiques

� Utilisation des Terres

� Sol

� Superposition de Couverture

� Numéros de Courbes

� Coefficients de Ruissellement

� Green & Ampt

The land use and soil type coverages can be used to automate the computation of 

composite curve numbers, runoff coefficients, or Green & Ampt infiltration 

parameters.
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� Ruissellement d’un pouce d’excès de précipitions

� Méthodes

� Dérivées

� Synthétiques

� SCS

� Clark

� Snyder (Similaire à Clark)

� Onde Kinématique

Hydrogrammes Unitaires

A unit hydrograph is the sub-basin surface outflow resulting from a unit rainfall 

excess (1 inch) over a sub-basin in a specified time duration (1 hour unit 

hydrograph, or 30 minute unit hydrograph, etc.).  Ideally you would have a derived 

unit hydrograph for each sub-basin, and if you do, you can enter that directly in 

HEC-1.  However, most of the time you will be using a synthetic unit hydrograph 

and HEC-1 has three different ones to choose from.
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Tlag et Tc

The basin data or time computation coverage can be used to estimate lag time or 

time of concentration required for the HEC-1 synthetic hydrograph methods.
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Courbe de Temps et Surface

� Distances de Flux calculées du DEM

� Surface de Temps basée sur la distance parcourue

WMS can compute a time area curve (used in the Clark and Snyder synthetic 

hydrograph models) based on the runoff distance to the outlet.  This allows the 

runoff calculations to take advantage of the geometric shape of the watershed.  

Notice how the time area curve for a watershed with more area near the outlet 

differs from one where there is more area at a larger distance from the outlet.
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� Canal

� Muskingum

� Muskingum-Cunge

� Stockage

� Puls Modifiés

Méthodes de Routage

When routing a hydrograph through a basin it can be expected that the peak flow 

will be lagged and attenuated as a result of the travel time and natural storage. HEC-

1 includes the following routing methods: Muskingum, Modified Puls, and 

Muskingum-Cunge.
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� Muskingum

� Longueur de Portée, L peut être utilisé pour estimer AMSK 

et NSTPS

� AMSK = L/Vavg

� NSTPS = K/∆t

� Muskingum-Cunge

� Longueur de Portée 

� Pente de Portée

Paramètres du Routage des 
Canaux

When computing basin data for a watershed, reach lengths and slopes are defined 

for the Muskingum-Cunge parameters.  If the Muskingum method is used then the 

reach length can be used to estimate the reach travel time parameter AMSK, and 

the number of sub-reaches (or number of time steps the flood wave is in the reach)

NSTPS.
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� I – O = ∆S

Stockage de Routage

Storage routing is most commonly used for reservoir and detention basin analysis, 

but a river reach can also be thought of as a long, narrow reservoir.  The normal 

depth routing method treats the reach as such.  When using storage routing the 

volume of water entering the reservoir (reach) during a time interval is added to the 

storage volume.  This produces a new elevation in the storage facility that is then 

used to determine the discharge or outflow.
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Paramètres d’Entrée

� Elévation

� Stockage

� Débit

The elevation-storage (storage capacity) and elevation-discharge curves are the 

required input for performing reservoir storage routing (channel geometry and 

normal depth calculations are used in the normal depth method). HEC-1 uses these 

tables to determine the relationships between inflow and outflow over successive 

time steps. 
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Paramètres Afflux-Débit

The detention basin calculator is used in WMS to develop elevation-storage and 

elevation-discharge curves for any of the models performing storage routing.  

Elevation-storage curves can be entered directly from data already collected for 

a facility, from known rectangular geometry (length, width, depth), or by using 

a TIN to compute areas between successive elevations and then computing 

estimated volumes.  Elevation-discharge curves can be entered directly from 

collected data, or by specifying any number of outlet control structures such as 

weirs, outlets (orifices), and stand pipes.

When setting up the HEC-1 information an initial condition (RSVRIC) for the 

storage facility must be defined.  Since there is a relationship between elevation-

storage-discharge you can specify either of the three and then enter the initial 

value.
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Utiliser un DTM

Elevation-storage curves can be computed from a TIN or DEM and used in 

reservoir routing.  WMS computes areas between successive elevations and uses a 

conic method to estimate volumes.
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�Définies par une/des 
point (s)

�Flux du Canal vs 
Flux Détourné

�Peut être retourné au 
Bassin Versant

�Flux détourné peut 
être routé

Diversions

Diversions allow you to take part, or all of a hydrograph out of a basin or stream.  

The diverted flow may be returned to another location in the watershed.  A 

diversion is established by defining an inflow-outflow rating curve.  Diverted flow 

that is returned in the system can be routed using any of the HEC-1 routing 

methods.
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Démonstration
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Atelier

The files that will be used for this workshop can be found in the tutorials directory 

under hec-1.


